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THE PROJECT IS AIMED AT:

Children mainly between the ages of 5 and 18 
who are affected by a medical condition such 
as cancer, which results in sustained stress 
arising from symptoms, treatment, or persistent 
apprehension arising from the prognosis. The 
child does not necessarily have to be currently 
undergoing treatment, but may be in remission 
for a period of up to five years following the initial 
diagnosis. A close family member, for example a 
sibling who is experiencing stress as a result of 
their brother or sister’s illness, may also qualify.

The project recognises that a child with chronic 
medical conditions can have an impact on 
everyone associated, on both a physical and 

emotional level. Up to two close relatives or carers 
or friends can therefore accompany each child 
eligible to take part. Please note that all children 
under the age of 17 must be accompanied by at 
least one responsible adult. The project is available 
to those who are living in or are supported within 
the areas of Dundee, Tayside & Angus, Perth & 
Kinross and Fife.

Please note that whilst Taymara aims to be as inclusive 
as possible, due to the nature of the activities and vessels 
used, direct wheelchair access is not possible. However, 
where practicable and safe to do so, an individual may be 
assisted out of their chair so they can  be seated onboard.

Time for Life! is a new and 
innovative project run through 
the Fife-based maritime 
charity Taymara, funded by 
Children in Need and The 
Robertson Trust. The project 
offers exciting and rewarding 
adventures afloat on the River 
Tay and other challenging, fun 
filled, nautical experiences 
focusing on children who are 
dealing with the effects of 
chronic medical conditions. 

One of the rigid inflatable boats 
used by Taymara
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

Taymara as an organisation has been 
in existence for more than 10 years. 
The staff are highly trained, qualified and supportive 
in order to safely provide life-enhancing experiences 
that encourage participants to be thoroughly 
engaged in moments that are challenging, 
invigorating, exciting - and lots of fun!

OUR ACTIVITIES AIM TO PROMOTE:

•  increases in confidence and
   self-esteem 
•  improvements in social skills 
•  opportunities for learning 
   and achievement 
•  reduction in stress levels

WHAT IS INVOLVED?

Time for Life! offers exhilarating adventures on 
board one of a fleet of vessels that range from Rigid 
Inflatable Boats (‘RIB’s) through to 40 ton motor 
cruisers. The Tay is a fantastic place in which to see 
wildlife up close such as dolphins, seals and birds, 
and view the changing cityscape of Dundee ‘City of 
Discovery’. Staff can offer experiences in nautical 
skills, visits to vessels such as the North Carr 
Lightship or HM Frigate Unicorn and even include 
the chance to ‘take the helm’ at the wheel of a boat. 
Lots of memories to treasure and share!

For more information and how to book 
please contact:

Project Coordinator: Steve Bretel
07342 891783
steve.bretel@taymara.org

Taymara Development Officer: David Kett
07842 215136
david.kett@taymara.org

A few of the vessels used and
some fun trips taken with Taymara
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